
Customer Benefit    Consultant Benefit 

Saves $60 over individual items.  Earn $106 Commission 

+ 5% rebate = $15

+ 10% rebate = $30

+ 20% rebate = $59

Customer Benefit    Consultant Benefit 

Saves $90 over individual items.  Earn $161 Commission 

+ 5% CV rebate = $19

+ 10% CV rebate = $39

+ 20% CV rebate = $77

Customer Benefit    Consultant Benefit 

Saves $189 over individual items.   Earn $340 Commission 

+ 5% CV rebate = $41

+ 10% CV rebate = $81

+ 20% CV rebate = $162

6 Packs to choose from.  

Example is: Queen Dream 

Light Pack 

As a new Consultant...Purchase one 

of these Water Packs in your 1st 30 
days and your shipping is FREE

A $45 Value! 

Purpose: This incentive is aimed at rewarding NEW 

Consultants who advance to the rank of Executive in their first 

30 days of joining the Nikken Family. 

Action & Reward: Advance to Executive or above within 

the first 30 days of sign up and earn 150 Nikken Reward

Points (NRP), which can be used to purchase products of your 

choice. 

In effect, the new Consultant joins Nikken for FREE! 

Purchasing all three of the above packs will accomplish this, and because you are just starting your 

new business and have never had these products before...they are 100% tax deductible as a

business expense.  Having a home based business provides many tax advantages employees do 

not have! 

2 Packs to choose from. 

    Water Packs 

 Energy Pack 

 Sleep Packs 



Customer Benefit   You can enjoy clean, filtered and enhanced 

drinking water for a fraction of what bottled water costs. Uses no electricity or 

plumbing and produces smooth, hydrating, great tasting alkaline water for just 

pennies a gallon.  The Sport Bottle does the same thing...on the go. 

Shower in chlorine free, hydrating water that makes you feel extra clean!            

Saves $60 over individual items.                  

Customer Benefit  The products in this pack are essential to an Active 

Wellness lifestyle.  They are designed to support your maximum mobility and 

overall physical well-being, and feature the technologies that were the basis 

for starting the Nikken Corporation.  Results from these products can often be 

felt immediately!  

Saves $90 over individual items.                  

Customer Benefit  Dr. William C. Dement, M.D. Ph.D, the world’s 

leading authority on sleep and the dangers of sleep deprivation states… 

“Healthy sleep has been empirically proven to be the single most important 

determinant in predicting longevity.  More important than diet, exercise or 

heredity.”  The Queen Topper incorporates 108 patented “Power Buttons!”                        

Saves $189 over individual items. (Queen Dream Light Pack)               
6 Packs to choose from.   

 The Wellness Home Concept 

Nikken is a research and development company that searches the world for technologies that 

support and enhance the vital needs of life!  By purchasing all three of the above Wellness Packs 

you will have created a “Wellness Home”.  This will provide your family with the healthiest 

environment you could possibly live in.  It’s like building a greenhouse around your family...a self 

care sanctuary or safe haven for your family, if you will. 

Add Nikken’s organic nutritional and skin care products which can be purchased at a discount when 

ordered on auto ship, and you will have a truly complete “Wellness Home”. 

All of these products are synergistic, working with each other.  May you never know what you are 

preventing! 

2 Packs to choose from. 

    Water Packs 

 Energy Pack 

 Sleep Packs 
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